In the present edition n. 105, corresponding the year 2010, the Journal of the Law Faculty (University of São Paulo/USP), regular publication since the year 1893, presents high-quality academic articles.

For example: a vision about the new Civil Process Code and delayed flights and rights of passengers. The aim is to bring up to date the readers that have this annual Journal in the vast areas that compose the Brazilian legal education.

It is not appropriate to mention all of the articles, because this would infringe the Ethics, indispensable icon of this Academy of Law, as well as the University; however, a glance at the Summary of the Journal itself, can show, by the titles, subjects - like those cited by chance above - their great importance to the legal studies, not only in the first part of the Journal, as well as in articles written by post-graduating and graduating students of this “Old and always New Academy of Law, offering to the society researches elaborated in peculiar style to the national legal culture.

In this sense, I would like to emphasize the Contributions to the Academic Memories, Speeches and Conferences and, returning to this number, the Reviews. And, at this point, I would like to thank - in the name of the members of the Scientific and Publishing Commissions, directed, respectively, by the Minister of the Brazilian Supreme Court (STF) Enrique Ricardo Lewandowski, Professor of the Department of State’s General Theory, and Professor Paulo Borba Casella, from the Department of International Law, by the elevated academic sharpness in their articles, all Professors of this Academy of Law, the post-graduating and graduating students, as well as the guest authors from other national and international institutions.

To everybody, the recognition for the participation in this present Edition that, beyond distinguished readers of the Journal, are authors that always contribute with their works of research, rigorously presented in the term of deposit requested by the office of the Secretary of the Journal.

Finally, I inform that in the meeting of the above-mentioned Commissions, it was approved the on-line publication of the Journal of the Faculty of Law that, from this edition, will be available at the Internet, independently of the graphic impression, what will bring high benefits to the Journal, to the readers and mainly to the authors that give life to a publication recognized and well-known in and beyond the borders of our country.
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